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構成の展示になつてゐる。135 点あまり ( 内 25 点が
日文研蔵 ) の作品が (1) 浮世絵春画の前史の肉筆春画
(2) 浮世絵春画の名品と特質 (3) 江戸幕府の春画の規











On 3 October 2013, the “Shunga: sex and pleasure in 
Japanese art” opened at the British Museum in London. 
The exhibit was prepared over a period of four years as 
the product of international research collaboration led by 
the London University’s School of Oriental and African 
Studies (SOAS) and the Japan collection of the British 
Museum along with Nichibunken and the Art Research 
Center at Ritsumeikan University. More than 35 scholars 
from not only Britain and Japan but various European 
countries, the United States, Mexico, and elsewhere 
participated in the team research. The research was fur-
thered through meetings held twice a year in London and 
Kyoto and routine and active exchange of email and other 
communications among the scholars. The results of their 
work are compiled in a special number of Nichibunken’s 
English-language journal Japan Review as well as the 
530-page catalogue of the British Museum exhibition.
The exhibition of shunga opened on the basis of this 
process of thorough research, therefore, features not only 
the bold depiction of sex and flamboyant expressions 
in these works but their presentation in a full-fledged 
scholarly framework never seen before in this kind of 
exhibition. The 135-plus works shown (of which 25 are 
from the collection at Nichibunken) are divided among 
five themes: (1) Shunga Paintings before the ‘Floating 
World’, (2) Masterpieces of Ukiyo-e Shunga and Their 
Characteristics, (3) The Censorship of Shunga in the Edo 
Period, (4) The Diverse Cultural Contexts for Shunga, 
(5) Development of Shunga in the Meiji Era and After. 
Explanatory panels accompany the exhibits in each of 
the five galleries.
What is notable about the presen-
tation of the shunga in this exhibition 
is that each work is accompanied not 
only by identification of the name of 
the work, artist, year produced, and 
other details, but by commentary 
explaining the relationships among 
figures represented and what they 
are saying to each other as well as 
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Right: Shunga exhibit signboard in the Great Court























Are you aware of the Enpon (Ukiyo-e 
Shunga) database*?
Nichibunken provides access to the 
International Research Center for Japanese 
Studies enpon (ukiyo-e shunga) materials 
via its website. The database contains 
high-resolution images of all pages of 
shunga paintings and enpon books dating 
mainly from the Edo period as well as bibliographical data.
 A massive number of enpon and ukiyo-e shunga were published 
in the Edo period, but today, most of those preserved are rare 
copies and, given their nature, have been very difficult to gain 
access to. Research on these works has gradually begun in recent 
years, bringing to attention the rich diversity of sexual life of the 
common people of the Edo period. Recognizing the documentary 
value of Edo period enpon materials for the study of culture 
and in the hope of encouraging the opening up of new fields 
in Japanese studies, Nichibunken has made the materials in its 
collection more widely available to researchers. 
Registration is required for use of this database.*
the background situation depicted. As a result, laughter 
can often be heard in the galleries, and the national daily 
The Guardian accorded the exhibition a rare four-star 
rating, applauding the humor unprecedented anywhere 
in the world to be found in the commoner candor and 
diverse erotica of the genre.
